EUROIMMUN test systems for CSF diagnostics

- CXCL13
- Anti-Borrelia
- Anti-Cytomegalovirus (CMV)
- Anti-Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
- Anti-Herpes simplex virus (HSV)
- Anti-Measles virus
- Anti-Mumps virus
- Anti-Rubella virus
- Anti-TBE virus
- Anti-Toxoplasma gondii
- Anti-Treponema pallidum
- Anti-Varicella zoster virus (VZV)

Infection of the CNS

- Worldwide first commercial CE-marked CXCL13 ELISA
- Diagnostics of neuroborreliosis: activity marker and therapy monitoring
- Best INSTAND pass rates, highest quality
- Standardised incubation scheme, efficient automation
- CSF dilution directly in MTP, minimum quantity of CSF required
- 4-point-standard curve, very good reproducibility of results
- Additional calibrators available (Borrelia, MRZH), increased measurement range – fewer dilutions
- CSF/serum control pairs for all parameters, with inter-lot applicability
- EUROIMMUN CSF software (a component of EUROLabOffice) – online transfer of measurement values, automatic calculation of CSQ_{rel}/AI, simple, accurate data transfer and evaluation

Additional calibrators (included in the kit, optional use) increase the measurement range, thereby reducing the number of dilutions/incubations.